Kappa and Lambda Reagents
for Flow C
 ytometry
Polyclonal F(ab')2-fragmented antibodies for enhanced staining
intensity and reduced false-negative results

Kappa and Lambda Reagents for Flow Cytometry

Superior Kappa and Lambda reagents produced over
50 years of experience and recognized consistency
Kappa and lambda reagents are important in the diagnosis and identificationof hematopoietic
malignancies of B-cell origin. Such malignant cells are clonalin nature typically expressing
either kappa or lambda on their cell surfaceand cytoplasmically. Thus, analysis of suspicious
cell populations using reagents specific for either kappa or lambda can be used to demonstrate
clonality (1), which is a hallmark of malignancy.
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In some B-cell malignancies the kappa and lambda light chains may be
mutationally altered creating a risk that the use of monoclonal antibodies for
analysis could fail to detect these light chains. Using polyclonal antibodies that
recognize multiple epitopes on the target molecule eliminates this risk and
helps avoid false-negative results (2). Furthermore, the binding of more than one
reagent per target molecule will increase the staining intensity.
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Advantages of using polyclonal antibodies in the detection of
immunoglobulin light chains
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A study (3) has demonstrated the advantage of using polyclonal antibodiesin
the clonality assessment of plasma cells. Bone marrow samples of a m
 yeloma
patient were analyzed for the presence of residual abnormal plasmacells by
multicolor flow cytometry. Absence of cytoplasmic light chain e
 xpression in
a plasma cell subpopulation with an abnormal phenotypeusing monoclonal
antibodies suggested the presence of non-secretoryplasmacells in the bone
marrow of this patient (Figure A). This observation however,was contradicted by
the presence of free lambda light chains in the patient’sserum. After repeating
the analysis with polyclonal antibodies against intracellular immunoglobulin light
chains instead of monoclonal antibodies, the abnormal plasma cell subpopulaCyt Kappa FITC blue 1-A
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Advantages of Agilent's polyclonal kappa and lambda reagents
– All of Agilent's kappa and lambda reagents are designated for use in the clinical
diagnostics laboratory for clinical applications.
– The performance of polyclonal antibodies is not susceptible to mutational
changes in the epitope.
– Polyclonal antibodies bind to multipleepitopes while monoclonal antibodies
bind to only one epitope.Many polyclonal antibodies conjugated with fluore

s-
cent chromogens render brightersignals than equivalent m
 onoclonal
antibodies.
– The use of F(ab')2-fragmented antibodies mitigatesnon-specific binding
by eliminating Fc-mediated bindingto non-target cells. Agilent's kappa and
lambdareagents are not whole Ig m
 olecules but insteadF(ab')2 fragments.
– Agilent's polyclonal kappa and lambdaantibodies mitigate lot-to-lot
van Velzen et al.
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lot comes from an extensive
pool of antibodies.
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Another study (4) illustrates the occurrence of false-negative results when
using a monoclonal anti-light chain antibody in the assessment of clonalB
cells in a patient with follicular lymphoma. In the study, the analysis for surface
immunoglobulin light chains (SIg) using monoclonal antibodies failedto detect
van
Velzenkappa
et al. and lambda light chains in one of the assessed CD20+ sub
surface
populations (Figure C). On repeating the tests using polyclonalantibodies,
both the cell populations were observed to be positive for surface kappa and
lambda light chains (Figure D). This suggested that the epitope recognized by
the monoclonal antibody is not expressed or accessible in all B-cell populations
leading to false-negative results. The study advocates the preference and use of
polyclonal antibodies in the detection of membrane-boundimmunoglobulin light
chains.

“We have used the MultiMix
Triple-Color Reagent, AntiHuman CD19/FITC + AntiHuman Lambda Light Chains/
RPE + Anti-Human Kappa
Light Chains/APC for the
last year and have found it
excellent for enumeration of
kappa and lambda expressing
B cells.This is particularly
important in the investigation
of some lymphoproliferative
disorders such as CLL where
the expresssion of kappa or
lambda may be very weak.The
choice of fluorochromes for
kappaand lambda is ideal as
it utilizes bright fluorochromes
and hence provides better
staining than some other
commercial reagents. We
have also found the premixed
combination convenient to
use in our laboratory.”
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Fig. 1. Characterization of B cells. B cells are identified based on sequential gating on FSC and SSC characteristics (A) and CD19 positivity
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Subpopulation II does not stain for surface kappa or lambda chains using monoclonal antibodies (E), but is positive for surface lambda light chain
when stained with polyclonal antibodies.

respectively), all from Becton Dickinson and CD20
eFluor450 (clone 2H7) from eBioscience (San Diego, CA).
Incubation was performed for 15 min at room temperature in the dark. Subsequently, the cells were washed and

immediately analyzed on a 3-laser Canto II flow cytome2
ter (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA).
Compensation and instrument set-up were performed as described
before (1).

Ordering information
Product

Size

Code

Polyclonal Rabbit Anti-Human Kappa Light Chains/APC, Rabbit F(ab')2

100 tests, 1 mL

C022201-2

Polyclonal Rabbit Anti-Human Kappa Light Chains/FITC, Rabbit F(ab')2

100 tests, 1 mL

F043401-2

Polyclonal Rabbit Anti-Human Kappa Light Chains/RPE, Rabbit F(ab')2

100 tests, 1 mL

R043601-2

Polyclonal Rabbit Anti-Human Lambda Light Chains/FITC, Rabbit F(ab')2

100 tests, 1 mL

F043501-2

Polyclonal Rabbit Anti-Human Lambda Light Chains/RPE, Rabbit F(ab')2

100 tests, 1 mL

R043701-2

MultiMix Dual-Color Reagent, Anti-Human Lambda Light Chains/FITC
+ Anti-Human CD19/RPE

50 tests, 0.5 mL

FR04450-2

MultiMix Dual-Color Reagent, Anti-Human Kappa Light Chains/FITC
+ Anti-Human CD19/RPE

50 tests, 0.5 mL

FR04850-2

MultiMix Dual-Color Reagent, Anti-Human Kappa Light Chains/FITC
+ Anti-Human Lambda Light Chains/RPE

50 tests, 0.5 mL

FR48150-2

50 tests, 0.5 mL

TC05150-2

Single-Color Reagents

Dual-Color Reagents

Triple-Color Reagents
MultiMix Triple-Color Reagent, Anti-Human Kappa Light Chains/FITC
+ Anti-Human Lambda Light Chains/RPE + Anti-Human CD19/RPE-Cy5

MultiMix Triple-Color Reagent, Anti-Human Plasma Cell/FITC + Anti-Human
50 tests, 1 mL
Lambda Light Chains/RPE + Anti-Human Kappa Light Chains/APC

TC67001-2

MultiMix Triple-Color Reagent, Anti-Human CD19/FITC + Anti-Human
Lambda Light Chains/RPE + Anti-Human Kappa Light Chains/APC

TC66901-2

50 tests, 1 mL
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